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In keeping with the tradition of Ingersoll Rand MAX tools,  
the 118MAX and 122MAX vibration-reduced air hammers  
deliver the MAX Comfort, MAX Power, and MAX  
Productivity needed to accomplish  
your most challenging material  
preparation jobs.

MAX Comfort. MAX Performance.
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MAX SERIES

118MAX 0.401" (10.2) 2500 0.75" (19) 3.5" (89) 4.6 (2.1) 10.5" (266) 2.9 (82.9) 11.6 (332.6) 5.7 94.7 / 105.7 1/4" 3/8" (10)

122MAX 0.401” (10.2) 3500 0.75" (19) 2.63" (67) 4.0 (1.8) 8.6" (218) 2.9 (82.9) 11.6 (332.6) 7.5 94.7 / 105.7 1/4" 3/8" (10)

Performance figures are at 90 psi

Anti-vibration feature reduces tool vibration by over 
30% when compared to standard air hammers in its class 

15% increase in impact force over standard air hammer 
product offering 

Quick-change retainer allows for faster chisel 
changeovers, so you can get the job done

MAX Comfort  

MAX Power

MAX Productivity

Quick-change retainer 
Provides fast chisel  
changeovers
(Included with tool)

118M
A

X
 &

 122M
A

X

Ergonomic grip 
Provides comfort 
for extended use

Reduced noise 
Up to 3 dBA less 
measured noise 
than standard  
air hammers

Increased power Generates 
15% more impact force over 
standard air hammers

Kit includes vibe-reduced air 
hammer, quick-change retainer, 
5-piece chisel set and case.

Anti-vibration mechanism 
Over 30% reduced vibration 
versus standard air hammers

ingersollrandproducts.com/airhammers

118MAXK

118MAX  
Long Barrel

122MAX  
Short Barrel

122MAXK



Ingersoll Rand (NYSE:IR) advances the quality of life by creating and sustaining safe, comfortable and efficient environments.
Our people and our family of brands—including Club Car®, Ingersoll Rand®, Schlage®, Thermo King® and Trane® —work
together to enhance the quality and comfort of air in homes and buildings; transport and protect food and perishables;
secure homes and commercial properties; and increase industrial productivity and efficiency. Ingersoll Rand products range
from complete compressed air systems, tools and material and fluid handling systems. The diverse and innovative products,
services and solutions enhance our customers’ energy efficiency, productivity and operations. Ingersoll Rand is a $14 billion 
 global business committed to a world of sustainable progress and enduring results. For more information, visit
ingersollrand.com or ingersollrandproducts.com.

Ingersoll Rand, IR and the IR logo are trademarks of Ingersoll Rand, its subsidiaries and/or affiliates. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

Nothing contained on these pages is intended to extend any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, regarding the product described herein.  
Any such warranties or other terms and conditions of sale of products shall be in accordance with Ingersoll Rand’s standard terms and conditions of sale
for such products, which are available upon request. 
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